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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Microsoft’s customers share one thing in common – a focus on improving end-user
experiences and productivity resulting from their enterprise digital solutions. Given the
level of investments that continue to be made in this area and the impact that these
solutions can have on enterprise performance, we’re finding that these same customers
want to take a more strategic approach to addressing end-user needs, in essence
moving upstream to higher levels of the planning spectrum and developing strategies
addressing broader needs across the user base.
To address this need, Microsoft Services has augmented its traditional design-builddeploy-type services with strategic services spanning all the way from lower level
solution strategy to higher level “people strategies”, and everything in-between. Given
the vagueness of what strategy really means, however, navigating these different levels
of strategy can be challenging.
This paper attempts to clarify this issue by first providing a practical “10 Step Strategic
Planning and Execution Model” that applies across any strategic endeavor, and then
provides a “5 Layer Strategic Altitude Model” and dives down into defining, providing
considerations for, and listing key decisions that work at each level enables.
Finally, 4 of the 5 areas are described in more detail so that you get an in-depth
understanding of how Microsoft can help you get started on your strategic journey.
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INTRODUCTION
Expanding on the summary provided in the previous section, the purpose of this paper is
twofold:
(1) To demystify modern views of "strategy" as it relates to making strategic decisions
around business and technology investments, with a particular focus on those
impacting enterprise "information workers" (IWs), partners and customers; and
(2) To provide some basic guidelines to help you determine where it makes sense to
develop (or revisit) strategies at different levels within your business and/or IT
landscape.
For this second area, the objective is to help you decide when and where it makes sense to
invest in strategy development across different "altitudes" of your IT portfolio management
spectrum - whether at the IT level as a whole (typically the realm of CIOs), specific domains of
IT capabilities (e.g. social computing, mobile, ECM, etc., typically the realm of CIOs and/or EA
teams), capability delivery platforms (e.g. SharePoint for internal collaboration), and finally,
specific application/solution development (e.g. portals and mobile applications).
Within this overall framework, for each of these different levels, we provide practical guidance
regarding how to approach strategic development for that particular "altitude", including
general considerations and specific examples of strategic decisions that investments in these
areas enable to help illustrate the concepts.
Finally, areas in which Microsoft can help you in your strategic journey will be highlighted,
providing specific actions you can take to get started using modern, agile methods given
industry trends and experience with some of the largest, leading organizations in the world.
This includes conceptual "coverage" models for each area, provided for further context and
starting points for those interested in further investing in these areas.

AUDIENCE
CIOs, architects, strategists, planners and business leads wishing to maximize their investments
in their technology portfolios and specific applications.
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STRATEGY RE-VISITED
Before we get too much further, we should level set on what we mean by "strategy". This is not
intended to be a treatise on "What Strategy Is"*, although it's worth mentioning a few things
here to clarify common misconceptions about the term.
* For more information this topic, refer to Michael Porter's seminal piece: "What is Strategy" (HBR,
November 1996, Reprint 96608)
Let's start by talking about what strategy ISN'T. I find this to be rather important in the IT space,
as it is very common for non-practitioners to adopt the term incorrectly and latch onto one
particular strategy input, by-product, or output (or three) and confuse both themselves and
their customers in the process. So here goes.
Strategy isn't…




What you want to do (i.e., vision, goals, or objectives) - though strategies commonly
include them
Why you want to do it (i.e., gap between requirements and current state, a business
case, situational context, etc.) - though these are all important inputs to strategy
How/when you're going to do it (i.e. a roadmap, timeline or plan) - though strategies
often include a roadmap and an execution plan as output.

So what IS strategy, really?
At a fundamental level, a "Strategy" is a defined course of action based on: (a) an assessment of
alternative ways of reaching a goal and (b) decisions about which way to proceed given a set of
choices and possible future circumstances. Though you may not realize it, there's a good
chance you're performing (or observing) strategic decision making every day!
For example, at a personal level, strategy can be as simple as a decision to take road A, B or C
to get to the airport given the departure time, time of day, other things going on in town, and
the possibility of an accident on one of the alternative routes. The strategy? - Your choice of
which route to take (your course of action) - not the route itself.
On the other side of the complexity (and impact) spectrum, large organizations often have to
make strategic decisions that can have huge consequences on long term viability - for example,
a car company (e.g. Tesla) that decides to enter an overseas luxury market priced below other
comparable brands to increase sales volume. In the IT world, it could mean deciding to move to
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a 50% cloud-based provider model in 3 years, and 80% in 5 years, betting that significant
improvements in cost, reliability and security happen in the interim.
Regardless of the context, when done properly in an enterprise setting, a great strategy is
communicated properly, executed well and provides a unique, differentiated, sustainable path
that promises to maximize the value of the firm, division, or initiative over some period of time.
Note: whereas a vision should be rather stable over time, your strategy may need to
pivot somewhat to adjust to changing conditions, although great strategies minimize
these shifts through proper "gaming" of future scenarios.
To help clarify this further, other generally accepted views about what "strategy is" include the
following:
 The Future. Shaping the future and attempting to get to desirable ends with available
means
 Resource Allocation. Strategy is about the optimal allocation of resources necessary
for carrying out long-term goals and objectives.
 Planning for Variability/Volatility. A high level plan to achieve one or more goals
under sustained conditions of variability and uncertainty.
 Competitive Advantage. Attaining and maintaining a position of advantage over
adversaries through the successive exploitation of known or emergent possibilities
 Decision Making. Systematic options analysis to address goals based on hypotheses
about the future.
Regardless of your situation, it's good to also understand the context within which an
organization's strategy is developed, which commonly includes the following drivers and
inputs:
 Vision, goals, objectives and current capability/financial gaps
 Anticipated internal dynamics, external competition and other forces
 Alternative courses of action and tradeoffs analysis
 Leadership, culture and risk profiles of the organization.
These are typically inputs to the strategy, not the strategy itself, which is why many of these
elements often get confused with "strategy" - because they are important elements to the
strategic development process. What you DO with the strategy (hopefully execute against it) is
still another thing, and the outputs of that execution still another.
To see how this all fits together, see Figure 1 below - "10 Step Strategic Planning and Execution
Model", which generally applies to many types of strategic planning efforts.
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Still Confused?
For those of you who are still confused, I present the short allegorical treatment below to
illustrate some of these key points.
General Mumsfeld's Strategy:
Let's say you are're "General Mumsfeld", and you are planning an upcoming battle. Your goal is
obviously to "win" (e.g., conquer new lands, neutralize the enemy, suffer as few casualties as
possible, etc.), and you have a pretty good idea about the capabilities of your army, the
geography of the area, today's weather, etc. You also should have a pretty good idea about
why you're invading (e.g. acquire natural resources, eliminate invasion threats, settle score from
previous battles, etc.), and when it is to occur. Are any of these things "Strategy"? Nope! Inputs
to your strategy? Yep. Noted in your battle plan? Absolutely!
You may also have some intelligence about your opponent (e.g. size of army, weapons, tactics,
leadership, etc.), weather, and battlefield conditions. Strategy? No. Inputs? Yes.
And there are a number of things you don't know (e.g. your enemy's strategy, weapons, size of
army, weather, etc.).
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(as you've famously said: "There are known knowns. These are things we know that we know.
There are known unknowns. That is to say, there are things that we know we don't know. But
there are also unknown unknowns. There are things we don't know we don't know.")
So given all these inputs and uncertainties, where does "Strategy" come in? Strategy figures in
when it comes to looking at the alternatives and given the circumstances, making a bet that
certain courses of action have a better chance of succeeding than others (and then executing
against those courses of action). In this case, you have alternatives as to which time of
day/night to invade, uncertain weather conditions, different possible actions on the part of your
opponent, and spatial and temporal troop deployment choices, etc., each with its own potential
set of consequences given the other factors involved.
Is selecting a direction/course of action based on all these variables a "strategy"? Yes! Can you
make a bad bet that a certain scenario will occur and pick the wrong strategy? Yes! Can the
right strategy fall down if not communicated or executed well? Absolutely! If you take too long
to develop the strategy and/or its too complicated, is that good? Nope.
Which leads us to our next section - "Modern Views of Strategy".

Modern Views of Strategy
While "Strategy" has traditionally been considered to be the heady realm of MBAs,
management consultants and senior leadership (General Mumsfeld in our example, above), it
doesn't necessarily need to involve a complicated, mysterious and time-consuming bottomless
pit of esoteric analysis. In fact, in a world where the business landscape is changing faster and
faster, tolerance for drawn-out, rigid, and hard-to-understand strategic planning may be on the
wane. That's not to say that serious, long-term strategic decision making and planning isn't
happening - it's just that like in the rest of the business and technology world, things are
changing.
This leads us to some more recent thinking on strategy. In the HBR article "Transient
Advantage" HBR, June 2013), McGrath points out that:
 For too long the business world has been obsessed with the notion of building a
sustainable competitive advantage.
 Because of the digital revolution, a “flat” world, fewer barriers to entry, and
globalization, competitors and customers have become too unpredictable, and
industries too amorphous.
 The firm has to reconfigure what it’s doing to keep the advantage fresh.
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For these reasons, "strategy" is moving from being about “gaining and maintaining a
competitive advantage” to that where “transient, agile, adaptive, responsive”
approaches rule.

At Microsoft, we believe this "agile" concept applies not only in business, but in IT as well (refer
to blog post: A Case for Agile Digital Strategy). While we'll go further into what strategy in an IT
context exactly means in the sections that follow, what we're talking about is doing just enough
research and options analysis up front, creating logarithmic execution plans with rapidly
decreasing levels of granularity the further out you go, measuring execution relative to the
plan, and revisiting the strategy on a more frequent basis (and adjusting as necessary).

Levels of Strategy - What's Your Altitude?
It's important to mention that the notion of "developing a strategy" is relevant to multiple
types of endeavors in both business AND technology, and strategic development may be
applied both at a high level (e.g., an overall strategic plan for an enterprise or an overall IT
strategy) as well as down towards lower levels (e.g. IT platform or initiative strategy).
With that in mind, here we list what we call the "5 Layer Model" of strategy for a range of
different contexts. Note that this representation is based on experience with leading, global
organizations with mature management, operational excellence and enterprise architecture
practices, i.e., not everyone acts strategically across all these levels - but everyone should at
least consider it!
The components (or what I like to call "Altitudes") of this so-called "5 layer model" are shown in
the following diagram, elaborated on further in the next section.
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As shown in the diagram, there are certain cascading "strategic influence paths", whereby
higher level strategies impact lower level ones. For example, an organization may have an
enterprise innovation initiative that drives IT strategies around communication, collaboration
and social computing that impact platform decisions at a lower level.
If an organization is developing a strategy at a certain level (e.g. SharePoint Platform) and is
lacking higher level strategies (e.g. for applicable capability domains), any suggested change
needs to be tied into even higher, "skip-level" drivers, assuming they exist. Otherwise,
alignment of recommendations to mandates can be tough, calling further investment into
question.
Additional note:
As you go down the levels, while the activities may seem to shift from being more
strategic in nature to more tactical, there are still a number of decisions to be made
at the lower levels - e.g. envisioning something like a portal solution: should we go
with a cloud or on-premises provider model? Responsive design enabling mobile
access? End-user or company focused landing page? Social or no social? If so,
SharePoint or Yammer- based (or neither)?, etc.
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LEVELS OF STRATEGY – DEEP DIVE
For each of the components of the "5 layer model" presented in the previous section, general
considerations about navigating opportunities in each of these areas (scenarios, triggers,
trends, etc.) are provided below, along with example strategies and impacts of strategic
decisions for each area.
1. Business. Strategies related to core business decisions related to things like
organizational structure, product development/innovation, digital modernization,
pricing, market development, competition etc.
Considerations
o "Business" strategy is the traditional context in which people think about strategy
at the enterprise level.
o Many organizations refresh their core business strategies as part of annual
strategic planning cycles.
o Business strategies can significantly impact lower level strategies in corporate
functions, business units and IT, which also develop their own, corresponding
"business strategies".
o Business strategies are developed by senior leadership teams often
complemented by input from firms such as Boston Consulting Group, Bain and
McKinsey.
Strategic Decision Examples
o Product Development. Investments in new product lines
o Organizational. Decentralization of shared service functions
o Supply Chain/Logistics. Offshoring/re-shoring of manufacturing, customer
service, IT, etc.
o Marketing
 Development of new markets (e.g. China)
 Pricing relative to competitors
 Marketing spend distribution
o Finance. Divestitures, investments of cash, etc.
Potential Impacts
o Revenue, operating costs, brand awareness, compliance, resilience, risk, etc.
2. People. This second level represents enterprise strategies related to information
worker (IW) enablement like productivity, innovation, employee/customer satisfaction,
user experience (UX) and workplace transformation.
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Considerations
o While these may be addressed through subsequent investments in IT, these
efforts are typically sponsored or co-sponsored by corporate functions (e.g. HR,
Marketing, Facilities) and business units in partnership with IT.
o May be triggered by (for example) by a yearly refresh of the coming fiscal year's
strategic priorities as articulated in an annual planning cycle.
o Large IT organizations with which we're familiar typically have one or two of these
enterprise-wide initiatives going on in a given year, with major trends including a
renewed focus on innovation as well as digital enablement of an increasingly
mobile workforce and customer base.
o A variety of corporate functions (HR, CorpComms, Marketing, IT) may also get
involved in sponsoring other strategic development efforts relevant to IT like
productivity, user experience (UX) strategy (typically HR/Comms) and digital
marketing (Marketing).
Strategic Decision Examples:
o Innovation. 10% YTY increase in technologies that improve innovation for 3
years.
o Productivity and Workplace Transformation
 Shift to workplace designs based on horizontal and vertical persona models
to improve productivity and improve employee satisfaction.
 Increase investment in mobile enablement of employees
o User Experience (UX). Future employee-facing applications need to be designed
to address needs of defined user segments, personalized where possible,
responsive to mobile modalities and localized where possible.
o Digital Marketing
 Shift in focus of digital marketing initiatives to younger, tech-savvy, mobile
consumer demographic.
 External web applications are consistent in look and feel and leverage the
latest web technologies, UI/UX standards and social technology.
Potential Impacts
o Improved product development, employee satisfaction, return on human assets,
customer acquisition, brand awareness, etc.
3. Information Technology. This third level represents strategies pertaining to IT as a
whole or specific capabilities under its management. For IT as a whole, organizations
develop strategies for areas like overall IT transformation/restructuring, M&A
technology integration, and IT asset portfolios. Leading organizations also develop
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near/long-term strategies for various IT Capability domains such as communication
and collaboration, social computing, enterprise content management, business
intelligence, etc.
Considerations:
o IT Transformation. "Big bang" IT transformation strategies that specify
wholesale re-structuring and/or re-alignment of entire IT organizations are fairly
common with the emergence of cloud alternatives and decentralization of IT
functions.
o M&A. Many large organizations acquire (or merge with) other large
organizations on a regular basis, creating significant disruption. Such actions
benefit greatly from a well-though-out, up-front strategy re: how the IT functions
are to be integrated/consolidated moving forward.
o Portfolio Management. In addition to wholesale IT asset portfolio
rationalization, depending on the organization's governance structure, certain
autonomous business units with large technology portfolios may perform their
own planning/rationalization efforts (typically done on yearly basis by leading
organizations as part of budgeting).
o Capabilities.
 Capability strategies may deal with capabilities at the individual level (e.g.
ECM, social) or in groups (e.g. Collaboration, Communication, Content and
Social Computing - or "C3SC"). They define: (a) what the organization plans to
do to meet business needs with respect to each capability area; (b) how it
plans to address the capability domain technically over the long term.
 Capability strategies are typically sponsored at the CIO/lead enterprise
architect level and involve technology innovation leads and business
representation.
 Depending on how IT is organized, these may also be sponsored by divisions
responsible for different capability delivery areas, such as a "Content
Management" IT function that develops a content management strategy
across a broad portfolio of vendors and products. Alternatively, an
organization responsible for technology innovation may sponsor an
overarching cloud, mobility or social computing strategy.
 These typically result in 3-5 year roadmaps that are executed over time and
revisited accordingly.
Strategic Decision Examples
o IT Transformation. Shift to federated IT structure with only commodity services
provided at the enterprise level; 20% reduction in vendors over a 3 year period;
15% reduction in number of projects, etc.
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o
o
o
o

Portfolio Rationalization. Move to 10% per year sunset model based on yearly
assessment of platform/application business alignment.
Service Provider Model. Move to 50% cloud-based provider model in 3 years,
80% in 5 years.
M&A Integration. Adopt a first year ring-fencing model with second year
switchover to acquirer's service
Capabilities
 Move majority of basic communication, collaboration and content
management workloads to SharePoint over a 3 year period (alternatively, the
strategy could dictate that it's up to individual business units to determine
their own roadmaps in this area, which may also depend on overall IT
governance principles).
 Utilize SharePoint-based social capabilities for everything except activity
feeds, in which case use Yammer integrated with SharePoint (alternatively, the
strategy could dictate going with another provider)
 Maintain specialized ECM capabilities in business units and develop out the
SharePoint infrastructure to support more advanced ECM workloads (e.g.
through managed metadata, enterprise content types and records
management).
 Invest in expansion of lightweight BI services on top of SharePoint platform
but only on Office 365.
 Invest in responsive design for mobile access to content on a case-by-case
basis.
 Mandate a move to personalization and social enablement on all
informational portals within a 3 year period.
 Base future internal and partner-facing portals on SharePoint and external
sites on SiteCore.

Potential Impacts
o Increased business alignment and enablement, improved asset utilization, cost
savings, reduced complexity, reduced business unit variability, reduced support
costs, improved adoption, improved productivity
4. Platforms. For certain broad-scale platforms delivering multiple capabilities and
solutions across the user base, leading organizations are increasingly developing
comprehensive "Platform Strategies" which incorporate both business and technical
elements.
Considerations
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o

o

o

o

o

o

Strategies related to a specific platform or otherwise pervasive vendor product
benefit greatly from "above-the-platform" capability strategies which specify
roadmaps in which the platform in question is selected to fulfill certain capability
needs.
 An example here is strategy related to the SharePoint platform, which can
deliver a broad-set of capabilities via a number of different business solutions
and services (but not necessarily be the platform of choice strategically).
Because the SharePoint platform is so extensible and flexible, organizations need
to determine which solutions/services they'd like to offer when, and for whom,
based on a number of factors (business need, current system footprint, budget,
GRC, geographic variability, etc.).
Additional strategic choices that need to be assessed include things like business
engagement; service architecture, offerings and management; and
governance/operations.
Strategies of this type are typically the realm of IT capability
managers/department leads that are required to develop long range plans
and/or make budget requests.
For a major platform upgrade/migration or first time implementation, platform
strategy may take the form of a brief "Vision/Strategy" effort performed prior to
Envisioning and Architecture work.
IT delivery organizations with more of a technical orientation are also known to
develop what we call "Mid-stream Business Strategies" which define courses of
action involving a shift to more of a business service orientation (vs. just a
technical focus).

Strategic Decision Examples
o Business Alignment. Invest in business engagement functions and mechanisms
o Service Offerings, Management and Architecture
 Expand services from core collaboration/team sites into other areas such as
portals, BI, custom services, communities, etc.
 Move to a "service provider" vs. technology provider model by adopting ITILbased service management principles
 Adopt a multi-tiered service architecture model with governance, OLAs and
funding between layers
o Accessibility
 Support mobile access to content for select services
 Provide extranet/partner access to select services
o Governance. Strongly govern core services but allow for business solution
development on dedicated environment
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o
o

Adoption and Change Management. Overall shift to a self-service model aided
by social learning and enablement tools.
Value. Invest in 3rd party analytics package and closely monitor and report on
usage, value and business alignment.

Potential Impacts. Asset utilization, adoption, scale-ability, customer/partner
satisfaction, productivity, flexibility
5. Applications/Solutions. Down at the ground level, decisions typically made during
the solution "envisioning" process - while not necessarily deemed "strategy" - reflect
strategic decision making nonetheless. Ultimately, these determine what's included in
an application/solution, how it's built, and how it's promoted and used. What's
important to consider here is that while solution architects may ostensibly be
determining strategic direction - at least at the application level - their direction may
not necessarily be considered as "strategic" as much as those decisions made at higher
altitudes. But since this is where the rubber hits the road, the impact of strategies at
this level should definitely not be discounted.
Considerations
o Just like with higher level platform or capability strategies, solution strategies
benefit from higher level strategies which provide alignment focus. The more
decisions made at the higher levels (e.g. in a Platform-level strategy for
SharePoint overall), the less deliberation needs to take place at the solution level.
o "Application" (or "solution") strategies are somewhat lesser known than higher
level, platform (or above-the-platform) forms listed previously.
o Certain strategic decisions may need to be made during solution envisioning
based on options around fulfilling functional requirements given time, budget
and technical constraints.
Strategic Decision Examples (SharePoint-based solution)
o Mobile. Use responsive design for portal landing pages and OOTB mobile apps
for team/project sites.
o Content. Redefine/envision content vs. migration from previous environment
o Social. Utilize Yammer for broad-scale activity feeds and SharePoint
Communities for Discussions
o Forms and workflow. Use third party solution (e.g. Nintex)
o External access. Provide external access to selected Project site elements
o Adoption and training. Use re-purposed OOTB training resources from MSFT
except for select functions where a limited number of videos will be created.
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o

o

Site lifecycle management. Team and project site provisioning is done through
a site provisioning tool that designates sites according to security categories and
manages site and content lifecycles accordingly.
Security and compliance. Sites will be randomly surveyed by a 3rd party tool for
compliance with security designations.

Potential Impacts
o Usability, adoption/business uptake, customer/partner satisfaction, productivity,
cost of delivery, security

HOW MICROSOFT CAN HELP
At Microsoft, we believe that end-user facing digital initiatives will be significantly more
successful if an overarching strategy has been developed ahead of time.
To that end, Microsoft can help you develop strategies in multiple areas shown in the shaded
area of Figure 3 below.

Our approach to strategy-related services is to provide customers with practical, easy to
understand, and visually pleasing strategies that can be more easily communicated and executed
against. We also believe that digital strategy development can be greatly simplified by a
straightforward approach and a multi-disciplinary team.
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With that in mind, we introduce and summarize 4 focus areas below, including the
purpose/benefit of each focus area, key questions that work in this area would address,
audiences for this type of work and a typical coverage model listing the various topics of interest
for each (i.e., topics that would typically be covered in an engagement in that area).
Another component provided is what we refer to as a “Progression Model” for areas 2-4,
intended to help you determine where you sit with respect to various levels of maturity for each
level and whether this should be a focus area for you moving forward. Here, we use the simple
progression stages as follows:
o 0 - Baseline: limited investment to date in best practices for the given area
o 1 - Developing: need for investment recognized and some strategic development
work in progress
o 2 - Operating: significant strategic development work is complete and additional in
planning
o 3- Optimizing: best practices in place and being followed in a sustainable manner
Typically, customers who wish to invest in a particular level of strategic development are
somewhere between “Baseline” and “Developing” and wish to progress forward via additional
work. Because progress to more advanced stages can take time, strategy engagements to move
customers forward target a step change forward in a first phase of work, followed by additional
phases as necessary further down the road, depending on goals, resources and progress.
In addition, a typical development approach is provided for reference (since this typically varies
by engagement, consider this information just a starting point for the discussion).
In all cases, the deliverables from a Microsoft Strategy engagement include assessment
documentation, options analyses, recommended courses of action, and an execution
plan/roadmap. These outputs also align with the 10 Step Strategic Planning and Execution Model
presented previously in Figure 1, presented in a previous section.

Level 2 - People Strategies
Focus area. IW Productivity and UX Strategy
Purpose/Benefit. Make sure you understand your user base and what programs of change
are required to make them more productive and achieve other goals.
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Key Questions:
o What types of users do we have?
o What makes them more productive, innovative and satisfied?
o What programs of people-oriented change do we need to invest in to reach our
business goals?
Audiences (typical). Executives in HR, Marketing, Corporate Communications, IT and
Business
Coverage Model:

Figure 4 – Productivity and UX Strategy Coverage Model
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Where Do You Sit – Where Would You Like to Be?

Figure 5 – IW Productivity and UX Progression Model
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Development Approach (typical):

0. Establish targets. Determine first phase goals relative to the IW Productivity and
UX Progression Model above.
1. Establish Goals and Priorities. Productivity and UX strategy development involves first
identifying what goals your organization has with respect to its user base and how reaching
those goals may impact business priorities and performance. Methods for approaching this
critical first step are outlined in our blog: Productivity is Not Just a Buzzword (January 2014);
and expanded on in the accompanying paper: “Strategies for Delivering Productivity and
Value with Information Worker Technologies”, December 2013 (available on request). Both of
these treatments present what we call the “IW Impact Model” to help practitioners piece
together this complex puzzle, as shown in the Figure 6, below, and described in the
blog/paper in more detail.

Figure 6 - IW Impact Model
2. Identify impact levers. Determine which elements of the impact space can be most
affected by changes in people, process or technology
3. Develop Personas, Scenarios and Pain Points. Develop an understanding of your user
base and the tools/methods they use to perform specific functions. What are the pain
points/blockers?
4. Establish the Baseline. Document the current state of your organization’s IW-enabling
technologies (and C3SC capabilities).
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5. Define Operating Model and Service Requirements. Define the optimal operating
model, roles, functions, governance and services that should have the most impact on the
IW-Impact Space and business performance.
6. Define Required Changes. What programs of change need to be put into place to
address the goals relative to the target impact space?
7. Rationalize Options and Make Recommendations. This is where rational decisions are
made based on options and strategic direction is recommended.
8. Develop Roadmap and Execution Plans.

Level 3 - IT Strategy
Focus area. Capability Strategies (grouped or individual)
Purpose/Benefit:
o
Make sure the organization provides direction and support mapping to business
unit needs for individual or grouped capability areas
o
Ensure use of enterprise vs. one-off offerings
o
Make sure organization adopts modern tools for communication and
collaboration
Key Questions:
o Based on business priorities, which technical capability domains are critical to
employee performance?
o What is the current state of our delivery with respect to the capability domain(s) in
question relative to business needs, technical trends and other companies in our
industry?
o Which underlying, supporting platforms should we invest/divest in? Where are there
opportunities to increase operational efficiencies, reduce cost, decrease complexity
and modernize?
o How do decisions in the subject area impact ongoing initiatives and organizations?
Audiences (typical). Typically a CIO and/or Enterprise Architecture-led effort with possible
sponsorship by corporate functions and/or business unit leads.
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Coverage Model:

Figure 7 – Capability Strategy Coverage Model
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Where Do You Sit – Where Would You Like to Be?

Figure 8 – IW Capability Progression Model

Development Approach (for a grouped C3SC1 capability set):

0. Establish targets. Determine first phase goals relative to the IW Capability
Progression Model above.
1. High level documentation of business priorities. Required for strategic
alignment of any recommended changes.
2. Audience definitions and profiles (i.e., organizational profiles and user
personas). An understanding of the organizational makeup and audience types is
critical for scenario development and overall strategy work
1

Communication, Collaboration, Content and Social Computing
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3. IW usage scenario archetypes. These help define the required “Services” and
platform capabilities needed to enable various audience types based on their work
demands (e.g. project portfolio management, policy document management,
meeting management, community development)
4. Technical trends and benchmarking. What’s state of the art in the enterprise for
the subject capability area? What are our competitors and/or other leading
organizations doing?
5. C3SC Capability Modeling. Determines which specific capabilities are critical to
support business needs in the subject area.
6. Technology delivery mechanisms, EA standards and holistic system
modeling. Includes brief current system inventory for IW capabilities and a review
of current EA standards for various capability areas. Provides an assessment of
current delivery mechanisms relative to a holistic, integrated systems model
(pictured in Figure 9, below – from the October 2013 whitepaper titled: “Envisioning
the Future of End-User Computing and the Modern Digital Enterprise” – available
upon request).
7. High level governance and operating model needs. Proper governance and
operating models (which are closely related) are critical to the success of IW-related
initiatives.
8. Future state envisioning. Given all of the above, defines the optimal mix of
platforms, capabilities and services required to address future IW usage scenarios
and audience types
9. Gap and Options Analysis. Describes how the current portfolios relate to the
defined future state and rationalizes options to address the gaps.
10. Recommended programs of change. This translates the gap/options analysis
to recommendations and provides business justification.
11. Roadmap of required initiatives. Lays out multi-year plan visually
12. Execution plan. Provides execution guidance for roadmap items and ensures
impact.
Note: the process listed above fits nicely into the “IW Capability Sustainability Model”
presented in our October 2013 paper titled: “Envisioning the Future of End-User Computing
and the Modern Digital Enterprise” – available upon request). This model is presented
below in Figure 10, below, for reference.
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Figure 9 - IW Capability Delivery and Service Management Model
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Figure 10 – IW Capability Sustainability Model
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Level 4 - Platform Strategy
Focus area. SharePoint Business and Technical Strategy
Purpose/Benefit. Make sure future investments in the platform are aligned with the
business, the right level of services are provided, governance and operations are
modernized, and value is created.
Key Questions:
o What versions of the platform (and delivery mechanisms should we be investing in
moving forward? Can we move some or all workloads the cloud?
o How do we better-align our investment in the platform with business needs?
o What governance and operating models ensure compliance and promote usage?
o How do we shift to being more of a value-add service provider vs. a cost center?
o How do we scale our services using modern notions of service architecture?
o How do we promote usage? What’s the right level of training for different user types
and services?
o How do we measure and communicate the value that’s being created?
Audiences (typical). Platform/service owner, VP/Director of IT.
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Coverage Model:

Figure 11 – Platform Strategy Coverage Model
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Where Do You Sit – Where Would You Like to Be?

Figure 12 – SharePoint Platform Strategy Progression Model

Development Approach:
The development approach for a platform strategy depends on a few variables, including
whether you’re new to SharePoint or doing more of a mid-stream strategy; whether you’re
using a cloud, on-premises or hybrid environment; how large of an organization and/or
user base you have; whether you’re using the full extent of the platform or just one or two
workloads; and finally, whether the strategy is more business or technically-focused.
Since so many organizations are on second or third generations of their SharePoint
platforms, we find that the most common request is for “mid-stream” strategies focused on
the “business whitespace of SharePoint”. In this case, a best practice is to review the
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coverage model in depth with the customer and determine 5 or 6 areas to focus on (i.e., not
all will be of interest based on the organization’s drivers for performing the strategy work).

0. Establish targets. Determine first phase goals relative to the SharePoint Platform
Strategy Progression Model above.
1. Establish goals and priorities. Typically an IT organization will have overarching
business and/or technical priorities established that drive needed changes at the lower
levels. Level 2 and 3 strategies may also drive needed strategic development at the platform
level.
2. Determine focus areas. Organizations may wish to address some coverage topics and
not others. This step involves reviewing the various coverage topics and determining which
ones to focus on based on goals and priorities established in Step 1.
3. Identify stakeholders and develop baseline (current state). For each focus area,
determine a short list of business and IT stakeholders that can provide material information
related to each focus area relative to an assessment framework, including progression and
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reference models for each topic area (e.g. an ITIL-based service management framework or
a standard governance operating model).
3. Plot current and future state against a progression model. For each topic area,
approximate where the organization is today against a progression model and based on
goals and priorities, plot the future state.
4. Document required changes required to meet future state needs.
5. Develop and assess options for moving to future state
6. Document the business case for various options
7. Make recommendations based on options
8. Develop the roadmap and execution plan
Additional Notes:
o Some elements of Level 4 Strategy may be performed as part of a Level 5 solution
strategy (to the degree that a formal platform strategy has not been developed at
the time a specific solution is being envisioned).

Level 5 - Solution Strategy
Focus area*. Solution Design/Re-Design Strategy
* may be included in Envisioning phase of solution design work
Purpose/Benefit. Make sure options are understood, good decisions are made, and
direction communicated and incorporated into design
Key Questions (typical for a SharePoint-related initiative):
o What business needs does the solution address? Where are the requirements coming
from? Do we have requirements?
o Will the solution be based on an existing or new version of the platform?
o Who are the target audiences? Who are the users and what are their usage scenarios
specific to the solution?
o What solutions/services are to be provided?: corp. portals, departmental sites, COPs,
team and project sites, personal sites, custom applications, advanced BI services, KM,
etc.
o What specific features are required?
o Does the solution involve upgrading existing sites and migrating content, or is it a
net new property?
o Is integration required between offerings (e.g. COPs and KM solutions)?
o What level of social enablement is required across solution components?
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

What level of mobile enablement is required for various solution components?
Are forms and workflow involved?
What degree of personalization is required across various solution components?
Is external access required?
Is integration with LOB applications required? Are data sources accessible?
How is training, communication and marketing going to be addressed?
Will it be a big bang rollout or by business unit, region, facility, user type, etc.?
What levels of operational (technical) and business (content) governance are
required?
How are the lifecycles of sites and content going to be managed?
What security and compliance concerns are there?
What levels of analytics and value measurement/reporting are required?
What phasing schemes should we employ?

Audiences: IT lead, platform/solution owner
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Assessment Model:

Figure 13 – Solution Assessment Model

Development Approach:
Microsoft integrates strategy into its overall solution envisioning->design->development
approach. Note that the result of the strategy elements are typically incorporated into our
envisioning deliverables (e.g. a Vision Scope document) as opposed to being a separate
document.
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Specific steps:
1. Research: assess and document existing usage, usability, environments,
capabilities, applications, pain points and needs.
2. Analysis: identify and document new capabilities, key
questions/considerations, business needs, future scenarios and
offerings/services, alternatives, benefits
3. Strategy: identify and document the overall opportunity, vision, strategy,
roadmap, and phasing approach
4. Envision.
o Document findings from research, analysis and strategy steps
o Formally document technical/business requirements, technical
dependencies, scope and timing
o Package in a Vision/Scope document
Additional Notes:
o Level 5 Strategy may refer to and/or include aspects of applicable Level 4 strategies
to the degree that one exists. If not, certain elements of Level 4 strategic decision
making may need to be performed during solution envisioning.

CONCLUSION
Strategy can be a difficult topic for IT practitioners and business executives alike. This paper
attempted to simplify this sometimes complex topic by presenting the “10 Step Strategic
Planning” and “5 Layer Strategic Altitude” models, as well as expanding on what it means to
work within each of the 5 layers in more detail; and finally, how Microsoft can help you develop
strategies in those layers germane to addressing needs of information workers in the IT space.
Each of Microsoft’s strategy-related focus areas described here provides detail on why you’d
want to develop strategy in each area, key questions addressed, assessment models for each
level, progression models where applicable, and finally, typical steps involved in developing
strategies for each area.
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